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We present a measurement of the polar-angle distribution of leptons fromW boson decay, as a function of

the W transverse momentum. The measurement uses an 8064 pb21 sample of pp̄ collisions at As
51.8 TeV collected by the CDF detector and includes data from both theW→e1n and W→m1n decay
channels. We fit theW boson transverse mass distribution to a set of templates from a Monte Carlo event
generator and detector simulation in several ranges of theW transverse momentum. The measurement agrees
with the standard model expectation, whereby the ratio of longitudinally to transversely polarizedW bosons, in
the Collins-SoperW rest frame, increases with theW transverse momentum at a rate of approximately 15% per
10 GeV/c.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.70.032004 PACS number~s!: 13.85.Qk, 12.15.Ji, 12.38.Qk, 13.38.Be

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the standard model~SM!, the polarization of
W bosons in hadronic collisions produced at high transverse
momentum (pT

W) is strongly affected by initial-state gluon
radiation and quark-gluon scattering. The leading-order dia-
grams in quantum chromodynamics~QCD! for high-pT W
production are shown in Fig. 1. The angular distribution of
the leptons from theW→,1n decay reflects the changes in
theW polarization. In the Collins-SoperW rest frame@1# the
dependence of the cross section on the leptonic polar-angle
can be parametrized as

ds

d cosuCS
}~12Qa1cosuCS1a2cos2uCS!, ~1!

whereQ is the lepton charge. The effects of QCD contribute
to the coefficientsa1 and a2, which are functions ofpT

W .
Figure 2 shows the theoretical expectation fora1(pT

W) and
a2(pT

W), neglecting a correction from sea quarks, calculated
up to next-to-leading order~NLO! in QCD @2,3#. Sea quarks
give an opposite sign contribution to the cosuCS term when
theW is produced by an antiquark in the proton and a quark
in the antiproton, reducing the value ofa1. Only in the limit
pT

W→0 GeV/c, when a152 and a251, does Eq.~1! de-
scribe the distribution of leptons from a transversely polar-
ized W boson:ds/d cosuCS}(12QcosuCS)

2, which is typi-
cal of a pure V2A interaction. As a2 decreases, the
contribution from longitudinally polarizedW bosons in-
creases and so does the probability for the decay lepton to be
emitted at large polar angle. On the other hand,a1 measures
the forward-backward leptonic-decay asymmetry. Figure 2
indicates that the asymmetry is reduced at higherpT

W .

Measuring the polarization state of theW as a function of
its transverse momentum is a powerful test of the validity of
QCD. Moreover, understanding how QCD corrections affect
lepton angular distributions is important in the measurement
of theW mass (MW) and rapidity distributions inpp̄ experi-
ments. The lepton angular distribution changes the shape of
the transverse mass distribution, which is used to measure
MW . The effect cannot be neglected even at modest values
of the W transverse momentum~less than 15–20 GeV/c,
where theW mass is typically measured! asa2 falls signifi-
canty within that range. It has been estimated that an overall
shift of 61% ona2 corresponds to a change in the measured
value ofMW , determined by fitting the transverse mass dis-
tribution, of approximately610 MeV/c2 @4#. This effect is
only partially reduced in the measurement of theW boson
mass by typically requiring low-pT

W events (pT
W

,20 GeV/c) and by restricting the range of the transverse
mass where the fit is to be performed to values greater than
65 GeV/c2.

We present the measurement ofa2 at variousW trans-
verse momenta, using both the electron and muon channels.
The sensitivity for a measurement ofa1 is too low, due to
the fact that the sign of cosuCS is undetermined without a full
reconstruction of the kinematics of the neutrino from theW
decay. Hence, the only sensitivity toa1 comes from the cor-
relation between the geometrical acceptance of the detector
and the phase space of the observed events. The current best
measurement ofa2 is reported in Ref.@3#. The results pre-
sented here reduce the uncertainty ona2 by about 50% up to
pT

W;30 GeV/c, and are of comparable uncertainty at higher
transverse momenta of theW.

For completeness, the cross section differential in the azi-
muthal and polar lepton angles can be expressed in the most
general form as

d4s

d~pT
W!2dydcosuCSdfCS

5
3

16p

d2sTOT

d~pT
W!2dy

F ~11cos2uCS!1
1

2
A0~123 cos2uCS!2QA1sin 2uCScosfCS

1
1

2
A2sin2uCScos 2fCS1A3sinuCScosfCS2QA4cosuCS1A5sin2 uCSsin 2fCS

2QA6sin 2uCSsinfCS1A7sinuCSsinfCSG , ~2!
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where y is the rapidity of theW boson,sTOT is the total
~angle integrated! rate, and theAi terms weight the relative
contributions to the total cross section due to the different
polarizations of theW boson. By integrating Eq.~2! over f
and comparing with Eq.~1! it follows that

a15
2A4

21A0
, a25

223A0

21A0
, ~3!

which relates thea1 anda2 with the Ai coefficients. TheAi
coefficients are explicitly calculated in Refs.@2,5#.

This paper is structured as follows: Sections II and III
describe the CDF detector and theW boson data sample.
Sections IV and V outline the measurement method and de-
tail the Monte Carlo event generator and detector simulation.
Section V contains the estimate of the background to theW
data sample, and Sec. VII summarizes the fits and the sys-
tematic uncertainties. The results and conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. VIII.

II. THE COLLIDER DETECTOR AT FERMILAB „CDF…

A complete description of the CDF detector can be found
elsewhere@6#. We describe here only the components rel-
evant to this work. CDF uses a cylindrical coordinate system
(r ,f,z) with the origin at the center of the detector and thez
axis along the nominal direction of the proton beam. We
define the polar angleu as the angle measured with respect
to the z axis and the pseudorapidity (h) as h
52 ln@tan(u/2)#. A schematic drawing of one quadrant of
the CDF detector is shown in Fig. 3.

A. Tracking

The CDF tracking system in run I consists of three track-
ing detectors: a silicon vertex detector (SVX8), a vertex time
projection chamber~VTX !, and an open-cell multiwire drift
chamber~CTC!. The tracking system is immersed in a 1.4 T
solenoidal magnetic field aligned with thez axis. The silicon
vertex detector@7# is a silicon microstrip detector that covers
a region in radius from 2.86 to 7.87 cm. It is divided into two
identical ‘‘barrels’’ which surround the beampipe on opposite

sides of thez50 plane. Each barrel consists of four radial
layers of silicon strip detectors, and each layer is divided in
azimuth into 30° wedges. The microstrips run parallel to the
z direction so that the SVX8 tracks particles inr 2f. The
VTX @8# is a set of 28 time projection chambers, each 9.4 cm
in length, surrounding the SVX8 detector. It provides thez
position of the interaction point with a resolution of 1 to 2
mm. The CTC@9#, which extends in radius from 28 to 138
cm anduzu,160 cm, measures a three-dimensional track by
providing up to 60 axial and 24 stereo position measure-
ments. The basic drift cell has a line of 12 sense wires strung
parallel to thez axis for axial measurements or 6 sense wires
tilted 63° in f for stereo measurements. The set of all drift
cells located at the same radius from the origin of the detec-
tor is called a superlayer.

In this analysis the CTC is used for the tracking and VTX
and SVX8 are only used to provide vertex information. The
CTC track is constrained to point to the event vertex. Thez
location of the vertex is determined with the VTX, and the
position inr 2f is determined from the beam line measured
with the SVX8. The result of this procedure is a significant
improvement in the CTC resolution. The momentum resolu-
tion of such tracks is s(pT)/pT5@(0.0009pT)2

1(0.0066)2#1/2 with pT measured in units of GeV/c.

B. Calorimetry

The CDF calorimetry is provided by four different calo-
rimeter systems with a nearly contiguous coverage out to
uhu54.2. Three of the four systems have both electromag-
netic ~EM! and hadronic~HA! calorimetry. They are called
‘‘central’’ ~CEM, CHA!, ‘‘wall’’ ~WHA!, ‘‘plug’’ ~PEM,
PHA!, and ‘‘forward’’ ~FEM, FHA!. The central and wall
calorimeters are scintillator based, whereas the plug and for-
ward calorimeters are a sandwich of proportional tube arrays
with lead ~PEM! or steel~PHA! absorber, and they are all
segmented into towers which point back to the nominal in-
teraction point.

FIG. 1. The QCD leading-order processes that give rise toW
production at high-pT

W . In the top diagrams a gluon is radiated from
one of the scattering quarks. In the bottom diagrams a quark-gluon
scattering produces aW, together with a quark. FIG. 2. Theoretical NLO-QCD calculation ofa2 anda1 vs.pT

W .
The limit pT

W→0 GeV/c is the quark parton model, for whicha2

51 anda152.
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The CEM@10# provides electron and photon energy mea-
surements in the regionuhu,1.1 with resolution sE /E
513.5%/AE sinu%1.5%, whereE is measured in units of
GeV and% indicates sum in quadrature. The CEM is physi-
cally separated into two halves, one coveringh.0 and one
coveringh,0. Both halves are divided in azimuth into 24
wedges that subtend 15° each. Each wedge extends along the
z axis for 246 cm and is divided into ten projective towers of
approximately 0.1 units inh. The CEM is 18 radiation
lengths thick and consists of 31 layers of plastic scintillator
interleaved with 30 layers of lead sheets. A proportional
chamber~CES! measures the electron shower position in the
f andz directions at a depth of;6 radiation lengths in the
CEM. The CES module in each wedge is a multiwire pro-
portional chamber with 64 anode wires oriented parallel to
the beam axis. The cathodes are segmented into 128 strips
perpendicular to anode wires. An electron and photon shower
typically spans several CES channels in each dimension.
When CTC tracks made by electrons fromW boson decays
are extrapolated to the CES (r'184 cm), the CTC extrapo-
lation and the CES shower position match to 0.22 cm~rms!
in azimuth and 0.46 cm~rms! in z. Both CES/CTC position
matching and the CES shower shape are used as electron
identification variables.

The PEM provides energy measurement in the range 1.1
,uhu,2.4 and the FEM covers 2.2,uhu,4.2. The towers
subtend approximately 0.1 in pseudorapidity by 5° inf.
Details of the plug and forward calorimeters can be found in
Refs.@11,12#.

All the calorimeters are used to measure missing trans-
verse energy and the central electromagnetic calorimeter pro-
vides the energy measurement for the electrons in this analy-
sis.

C. Muon systems

Three systems of scintillators and proportional chambers
are used to identify muons in this analysis. A four-layer array
of drift chambers, embedded in each wedge directly outside
of the CHA, form the central muon detection system~CMU!
@13,14#. The CMU covers the regionuhu,0.6 and measures
a four-point trajectory~called a ‘‘stub’’! with an accuracy of
250 mm per point inr 2f. Charge division gives an accu-
racy of 1.2 mm per point inz. A 0.6-m-thick layer of steel
separates the CMU from a second four-layer array of drift
chambers~CMP!. Requiring a muon to have a stub in the
CMP reduces the background due to hadrons and in-flight
decays by approximately a factor of ten. The CMU covers
approximately 84% of the solid angle foruhu,0.6, while
63% is covered by the CMP, and 53% by both. Additional
four-layer muon chambers~CMX! with partial ~70%! azi-
muthal coverage lie within 0.6,uhu,1.0.

D. Trigger requirements

The CDF trigger@15# is a three-level system that selects
events for recording to magnetic tape. The first two levels of
the trigger consist of dedicated electronics. At level 1, elec-
trons are selected by requiring the presence of deposited en-
ergy above 8 GeV in a trigger tower~one trigger tower is two
physical towers, with a width in pseudorapidity ofDh
50.2). Muons are selected by requiring the presence of a
track stub in the CMU or CMX and, where there is coverage,
a track stub in the CMP in coincidence with the CMU. The
level 2 trigger starts after a level 1 trigger has accepted an
event. Trigger towers in the calorimeters are combined into
clusters of total or electromagnetic energy by a hardware
cluster finder. Clusters and stubs are then matched to tracks

FIG. 3. One quarter of the CDF detector. The detector is symmetric about the interaction point. This is the configuration for run Ib.
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found in the CTC by the fast hardware tracking processor.
The third-level trigger uses software based on optimized of-
fline reconstruction code to analyze the whole event.

III. DATA SELECTION

The data presented here were collected by the CDF detec-
tor at the Tevatron collider between 1994 and 1995~‘‘run
Ib’’ !. The signature for aW→,1n event is a lepton with
high transverse momentum and large missing transverse mo-
mentum in the event, due to the undetected neutrino. In the
electron channel, we select candidate events with the primary
lepton in the CEM. In the muon channel, the lepton candi-
date is required to have stubs in the CMU, CMP, or CMX.
These conditions specify what is referred to here as the ‘‘cen-
tral lepton’’ sample. Two samples ofZ→e11e2 and Z
→m11m2 are also used for tuning the simulation. The de-
tails of the trigger requirements can be found in Ref.@16#.
The integrated luminosity is 8064 pb21.

The missing transverse momentum is inferred from the
energy imbalance in the event. For this purpose, a recoil-
energy vectoruW is defined as the vector sum of the transverse
energies of all calorimeter towers~including both electro-
magnetic and hadronic, up touhu,3.6), except the ones
identified as part of the electromagnetic clusters associated
with the primary leptons:

u¢5 (
i not ,

Eisinu i n̂i , ~4!

wheren̂i is a transverse unit vector pointing to the center of
each tower and sinui is computed using thez vertex closest
to the electron track, or using the electron trackz0 if there is
no z vertex within 5 cm of the electron track. The vectoruW is
a measure of the calorimeter’s response to jets and particles
recoiling against theW. Thus, the missing transverse energy
~identified with the transverse momentum of the neutrino! is
derived asE”W T52(PW T

,1uW ), where PW T
, denotes the muon

transverse momentum (pT) or the electron transverse energy
(ET). The modulus~u! of the recoil vector is an estimator of
the W boson transverse momentum and it is used to select
different ranges of theW boost.

The analysis uses the transverse mass (MT), which is
analogous to the invariant mass except only the transverse
components of the four-momenta are used.MT is determined
from the data as

MT5A2PT
,E” T~12cosDf,n!, ~5!

where Df,n is the angle in ther 2f plane between the
transverse momentum of the lepton and the missing energy.

Several selection criteria are chosen to isolate a sample of
well measured electrons and muons and reduce the back-
grounds.

For the W→e1n sample the selection begins with
105 073 candidate events that pass the level-3 trigger and
have an electromagnetic cluster withET.20 GeV and an
associated track withpT.13 GeV/c. We then select elec-

trons with ET.25 GeV and with thepT of the associated
track greater than 15 GeV/c. Events are accepted only if
E” T.25 GeV. We require a well measured track~crossing all
eight superlayers of the CTC and with more than 12 stereo
hits attached!. To exploit the projective geometry of the CDF
detector, the event vertex reconstructed with the VTX is se-
lected to be within 60 cm inz from the origin of the detector
coordinates. Fiducial requirements are applied to ensure that
candidates are selected in regions of well understood effi-
ciency and performance of the detector. To removeZ-boson
events from theW sample a search is made for a partner
electron in the central~CEM!, plug ~PEM!, or forward
~FEM! calorimeter. Partner electrons are sought with cluster
transverse energies greater than 20 GeV, 15 GeV, and 10
GeV in the CEM, PEM, and FEM, respectively. Tracks with
transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV/c and opposite
sign to the primary electron are also considered. The event is
rejected if the invariant mass of the primary electron with the
partner electron exceeds 60 GeV/c2. The event is also re-
jected if the partner electron is pointing to any nonfiducial
volume of the calorimeter, as this may cause the cluster’s
energy to be mismeasured and consequently cause the invari-
ant mass rejection to fail.

In order to improve electron identification, additional
variables are used. They are the ratio of the hadronic to elec-
tromagnetic deposited energies (Ehad /Eem,0.1), the match
between the extrapolated track and the measured position at
the CES (DzCES,5 cm), the transverse CES shower shape
@17#, and the track isolation (ISO0.25,1 GeV/c). The track
isolation variable ISOR is defined as the total transverse mo-
mentum from tracks~unconstrained by the vertex position!
of pT.1 GeV/c, that lie within a cone of semiopeningR
5A(Dh)21(Df)2 centered on the lepton track and within 5
cm of the leptonz vertex.

For the W→m1n sample the selection begins with
60 607 candidate events that pass the level-3 trigger and have
a track withpT.18 GeV/c, matched with a muon stub. We
then selects events where the muonpT and theE” T are greater
than 25 GeV. The quality requirements on the tracks are the
same as for the electrons. In addition, there are requirements
on the impact parameter of the track (ud0u,0.2 cm) and on
the opening angle (.10°) with any second high-pT track to
remove cosmic rays. The muon identification is based on the
presence of track stubs in the muon systems and on the de-
posited energy of the candidates in the calorimeters. The de-
posited energy associated with the muon candidate is re-
quired to be less than 2 GeV in the CEM and 6 GeV in the
CHA. Furthermore, we require that the CTC track, extrapo-
lated at the center of the muon chambers, and the track stub
reconstructed in the muon systems match to within 2 cm in
the CMU or 5 cm in the CMP and CMX. The track isolation
cut has not been applied to muon candidates since the muon
sample is smaller in size and we have preferred a looser
selection. TheZ removal rejects events where there is a sec-
ond highest-pT (.10 GeV/c) track in the CTC, of opposite
sign to them candidate and back-to-back in space~within
10°), that has an invariant mass with them candidate greater
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than 50 GeV/c2. There is no significant bias due to the trig-
gers on the transverse mass distribution of theW samples.

The Z samples are selected with the sameW selection
criteria, except theE” T is replaced with a partner high-pT

lepton, and theZ removal requirements are not applied.
Moreover, the sample ofZ→e11e2 used for the tuning of
the simulation has two CEM electrons, both passing electron
ID cuts. This choice removes almost all of the QCD back-
ground.

A summary of the selection requirements and the number
of surviving events is shown in Tables I~electrons! and II
~muons!. The accepted samples consists of 22 235W→m
1n candidates and 41 730W→e1n candidates, divided in
four recoil ranges.

IV. MEASUREMENT METHOD

Ideally one would like to fit the distribution of cosuCS for
the coefficientsa1 and a2 of Eq. ~1!. However, since the
neutrino coming from theW decay is undetected, the kine-
matics of the decay are not completely reconstructed and it is
not possible to perform a boost into theW rest frame and
uniquely determine cosuCS. The finite width of theW boson
makes it difficult to solve the equations of theW two-body
decay. Even if the mass of theW were known on an event by
event basis and the detector had perfect resolution, the un-
known longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum
would leave a sign ambiguity in determining cosuCS.

This measurement therefore exploits the relationship be-
tween the transverse mass of theW and the lepton polar
angle on a statistical basis, i.e., by using the shape of theMT
distribution. A similar technique has been successfully ap-
plied in Ref.@3# to measurea2 from W→e1n decays. Fig-
ure 4 shows an example of how the distribution of the trans-
verse mass of theW changes with different values ofa2.
Also, sinceMT does not contain any information on the lon-
gitudinal boost of theW boson, it is affected bya1 ~the
forward-backward lepton decay asymmetry term! only
through residual effects of the geometrical acceptance of the
detector.

The parametera2 is determined by fitting theMT distri-
bution to a set of Monte Carlo generated templates, each
with a different value ofa2. A binned log-likelihood method
is applied to find the best estimate fora2. The procedure is
repeated selecting different regions of the transverse momen-
tum of theW boson.

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF W PRODUCTION
AND DECAY

A fast Monte Carlo~MC! generator and a parametrization
of the detector response have been used in this analysis to
simulateW events at CDF@16#. The event generator is based
on a leading order calculation ofW production and leptonic
decay in quark-antiquark annihilation, including final state
QED radiation@18–21#. The distribution of momenta of the

TABLE I. Set of requirements applied to select theW→e1n
data sample.

Criterion W events after requirements

Initial sample 105 073
Fiducial requirements 75 135
Good electron track 68 337
ET

e.25 GeV 64 254
ET

n.25 GeV 54 409
u,100 GeV 54 300
pT

e.15 GeV/c 52 573
MT5502100 GeV/c2 51 077
Electron ID 42 882
Z removal 41 730
u,10 GeV 31 363
10,u,20 GeV 7739
20,u,35 GeV 2033
35,u,100 GeV 595

TABLE II. Set of requirements applied to select theW→m1n
data sample.

Criterion W events after requirements

Initial ample 60 607
ET

CEM,2 GeV andET
CHA,6 GeV 56 489

Not a cosmic candidate 42 296
Impact parameterd0,0.2 cm 37 310
Track-muon stub match 36 596
Good muon track 33 887
pT.25 GeV/c 29 146
ET

n.25 GeV 25 575
u,70 GeV 25 493
Z removal 22 877
MT5502100 GeV/c2 22 235
u,7.5 GeV 13 813
7.5,u,15 GeV 5910
15,u,30 GeV 2088
30,u,70 GeV 424

FIG. 4. Example of the sensitivity of theMT distribution toa2.
Herea2 has been set to 0 and 1, andpT

W is less than 20 GeV/c.
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quarks is based on the MRS-R2@22# set of parton distribu-
tion functions ~PDFs!. The generatedW boson is then
Lorentz-boosted, in the center-of-mass frame of the quark-
antiquark pair, to a specific transverse momentumpT

W . This
measurement uses a broad range ofpT

W , including events at
low pT

W , where theoretical calculations are not reliable. The
spectrum ofpT

W as a function of theW boson rapidity is
therefore derived frompT

Z ~thepT of aZ boson2 determined
experimentally fromZ→e11e2, m11m2 events! after
correcting it by the theoretical prediction forpT

W/pT
Z . There

is no physics simulation of the recoiling jets; instead we
model directly the detector response to the recoil against aW
boson. The parametrization of the detector response and the
modeling of theW boson recoil up to 20 GeV/c is described
in detail in Ref.@16#. We have tuned the parameters of the
model to describe the range ofpT

W up to 100 GeV/c. Overall,
the MC tuning performed for this analysis involves:

~a! the effects of QCD on the lepton angular distribution,
~b! the parametrization of theZ transverse momentum spec-

trum, up topT
Z5100 GeV/c, and

~c! the detector response to the recoil against high-pT Z and
W bosons.

A. Effects of QCD on the lepton angular distribution

The QCD effects on the lepton angular distribution are
implemented with an event weighting procedure in the simu-
lation. Leptons fromW decays, generated with a tree-level
quark-antiquark annihilation, have a purelyV2A angular
spectrum with a very small distortion due to the final state
photon emission. Therefore, events are first unweighted by
1/(12Q cosu)2, where u is the lepton polar angle in the
parton frame andQ is the lepton charge. This effectively
factors out any small distortion of the spectrum with respect
to a parabola. Events are then assigned the appropriate
weight (wQCD), wherewQCD is defined as a function of the
lepton angles (uCS, fCS) in the Collins-SoperW boson rest
frame:

wQCD~uCS,fCS!511cos2uCS1
1

2
A0~123 cos2uCS!

1
1

2
A2sin2uCScos 2fCS

1A3sinuCScosfCS2QA4cosuCS.

~6!

Equation~6! describes the angular modulation induced by
the effects of QCD as expressed also in Eq.~2!, except for
the terms withA1,5,6,7; here they are set to zero, correspond-
ing to the standard model prediction in the accessiblepT

W

range. The coefficientsA2 and A3 are kept in the angular
distribution and assigned the SM dependence withpT

W , cal-
culated in Ref.@2#. Notice that the angular coefficients toA2
and A3 cancel out when integrating analytically overfCS

between 0 and 2p. Nevertheless, detector acceptance effects
introduce a small residual dependence in the polar-angle
spectrum.

In Eq. ~6!, wQCD can take negative values ifA0 and A4
~or, equivalently,a2 anda1) are varied independently in the
procedure of fitting for the best parameters. Figure 5 shows
the allowed parameter space fora2 anda1. The diagonals in
the plot correspond to the requirement:

~11a2cos2uCS6a1cosuCS!>0, ~7!

for cosuCS561. The point (a1 ,a2)5(2,1) is the quark par-
ton model~QPM! limit in the case that the sea quark contri-
bution is neglected, and it has a vanishing cross section at
uCS56180°, as described by theV2A lepton angular dis-
tribution. The dotted line is the relationship betweena2 and
a1 ~at differentpT

W up to 100 GeV/c), expected from the SM
including QCD corrections. To preventwQCD from taking
negative values,a1 and a2 are varied only within the al-
lowed region. Note that the sea quark contribution toa1 is
correctly taken into account in the Monte Carlo simulation.

Because this is an event-weighting procedure, it does not
correspond to the inclusion of QCD corrections to the gen-
erated events: the large-pT

W W events still have to be intro-
duced by hand, by imposing a transverse momentum distri-
bution.

B. Z transverse momentum spectrum

Prior to the determination of theZ transverse momentum
distribution, the Monte Carlo simulation is tuned and
checked against theZ→e11e2 andZ→m11m2 invariant
mass distributions from the data. In the electron channel, the
Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the data with an inputZ
mass equal to the world average@23# within a scale factor of
1.000260.0009, consistent with Ref.@16#. In the parametri-
zation of the energy resolution of the CEM:

FIG. 5. Thea1 vs a2 parameter space. The regions marked with
‘‘not allowed’’ are where the combination ofa2 anda1 gives un-
physical negative weights to the differential cross section. The dot-
ted line shows the values ofa1 anda2 at differentpT

W between 0
and 100 GeV/c.
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sE

E
5

13.5%

AET

% k, ~8!

we usek5(1.2360.26)%. Thek term accounts for residual
gain variations not corrected by the calibration procedure
and is obtained from a fit to theZ invariant mass peak.

There is a small nonlinearity correction to extrapolate the
energy-scale corrections from electrons at theZ pole to the
energies typical of aW decay. The averageET for electrons
coming fromZ decay is about 4.5 GeV higher than theET
for W decay. The nonlinearity over a small range of energies
can be expressed with a slope as

SE~W!5SE~Z!•@11jDET#, ~9!

whereSE(Z) is the measured scale at theZ pole, j is the
nonlinearity factor, andDET is the difference in the average
ET betweenZ andW electrons. The estimate ofj is derived
by looking atE/p distributions from theW data and compar-
ing them to the Monte Carlo simulation in separate regions
of ET . We estimatej to be

j520.0002760.00005~stat! GeV21. ~10!

For muons, we use a momentum resolution of

s~1/pT!5~0.09760.005!31022 ~GeV/c!21, ~11!

and the reconstructedZ mass peaks in the data and MC
match with a ratio of central values of 1.000860.0011. With
these inputs, the Monte Carlo simulation reproduces cor-
rectly the peak position and width of the invariant mass dis-
tribution of electron and muon pairs fromZ bosons.

Since the QCD corrections toZ production are not in-
cluded in the Monte Carlo simulation, the transverse momen-
tum of theZ bosons needs to be determined from data. The
pT

Z distribution is generated in the Monte Carlo simulation
using the followingad hoc four-parameter functional form:

f ~pT
Z!5

xP4

G~P411!
@~12P1!P2

P411e2P2x

1P1P3
P411e2P3x#, x5pT

Z/~50.0 GeV/c!.

~12!

The parametersP1, . . . ,4 are determined from a fit to the
observedpT

Z distribution and then corrected to account for
the difference between theobservedand thegenerated pT

Z

spectrum. Since the difference between the two spectra is
very small, the unfolding of the effect of the reconstruction is
obtained by considering the ratio between them, as predicted
by the detector simulation. We determine thepT

Z distribution
using separatelyZ→m11m2 andZ→e11e2 data, and the
average is used as thepT

Z spectrum that is input to the Monte
Carlo simulation. The uncertainty on the average is used to
evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to the transverse mo-
mentum spectrum determination. Figure 6 shows thepT

Z dis-
tribution of Z→m11m2 and Z→e11e2 data. ThepT

Z

spectra are compared with the simulation where the param-
eters have been fit to the data. There is a good agreement
between data and Monte Carlo simulation and thex2 values,
normalized per degree of freedom, are very close to 1.

C. Detector response to the recoil against
high-pT Z and W bosons

An estimate of theW boost in the transverse plane comes
from the measurement of the calorimeter response to jets and
particles recoiling against theW. The definition of the recoil-
energy vectoruW is given in Eq.~4!. The modeling ofuW in
terms of theW boson transverse momentum is called the
‘‘recoil model’’ and it is implemented in the Monte Carlo
simulation of the event. The recoil model is derived using the
observed recoil againstZ bosons, whose kinematics are com-
pletely determined by the two leptons. The assumption is
made that the recoil againstZ bosons can be extended to
modelW events, since theW andZ bosons share a common

FIG. 6. Distributions ofpT
Z from Z→m11m2 data~a! andZ→e11e2 data~b! compared with the simulation.
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production mechanism and are close in mass. We summarize
below the key elements of the recoil model and show how
the simulation describes the data after fitting the model’s
parameters to the high-pT Z boson data.

1. Recoil model

The direction ofpW T
Z measured from the reconstructed de-

cay leptons and the perpendicular to it form a base in ther -f
plane on which the recoil vectoruW can be projected:uW

5 (uuu , u'). The values ofuuu and u' are functions ofpT
Z

~addressed here as ‘‘response functions’’! with a certain
smearing. The smearings are to a good approximation Gauss-
ian distributions@4#, so thatuuu andu' can be parametrized
as Gaussians with variable mean and width:

S uuu

u'D 5S G@ f uu~pT
Z!,s uu~pT

Z!#

G@ f'~pT
Z!,s'~pT

Z!#D . ~13!

2. Response functions

The response functionf uu is well described by a second
order polynomial in theZ transverse momentum measured

from the reconstruction of the decay leptons. The parameters
for f uu(pT

Z) are obtained from a fit toZ→e11e2 and Z
→m11m2 data and the function is corrected for a small
difference between the truepT

Z and the observedpT
Z—which

is measured from the two leptons’ momentum vectors—to
feed the correct parameters to the simulation. Figure 7~a!
shows the average ofuuu , which is the response function for
the parallel component, together with the simulation after
fitting for the parameters off uu . uuu is on average smaller than
pT

Z , due to the gaps in the calorimeter and inefficiency in the
reconstruction of the total energy deposited. Nonetheless,
measuringuuu provides an estimate ofpT

Z ~or ultimatelypT
W).

The response functionf'(pT
Z) is consistent with zero

within the statistical uncertainty, as expected sinceu' is the
recoil projection perpendicular topT

Z . The average ofu' is
shown in Fig. 7~b!.

3. Resolutions

The resolution of the recoil vector components depends
on the underlying event and the jet activity, in addition to the
calorimeter resolution.s uu and s' are parametrized in the
form

FIG. 7. ~a! and~b! Comparison of the data with the simulation for the recoil response componentsuuu andu' versuspT
Z . ~c! and~d! the

resolutionss(uuu) ands(u') versuspT
Z .
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S s uu

s'D 5smbsS ( ETD3S P2,uu~pT
Z!

P2,'~pT
Z!D , ~14!

where P2,uu and P2,' are second order polynomials inpT
Z ,

whereassmbs contains the underlying event contribution and
is modeled by minimum bias events. In Eq.~14!, smbs is
expressed as a function of the total transverse energy(ET ,
defined as the scalar sum of tower transverse energies:

( ET5 (
i not ,6

Eisinu i . ~15!

(ET is a measure of the total transverse energy in the
event from all sources, excluding the primary lepton. The
functional dependence ofsmbs versus(ET is calculated in
Ref. @16#. The explicitpT

Z dependence in the polynomials is
derived here fromZ data, using both electrons and muons.
The parameters are then corrected for the dependence of the
observedpT

Z versus the truepT
Z , as done for the response

functions. Figures 7~c! and 7~d! show the resolution ofuuu
andu' . The resolutions(uuu) worsens at higherpT

Z , due to
increased jet activity in the event. The agreements between
data and Monte Carlo simulation are good in all the plots and
the x2’s normalized per degree of freedom are close to 1.

D. W transverse momentum distribution

To turn the pT
Z distribution into apT

W distribution, the
simulation applies two weighting functions. The first allows
for the fact that thepT

Z distribution@as in Eq.~12!# is derived
with a fit performed to data averaged over all rapidity values
~with meanuyu50.3). However,W events need to be gener-
ated differentially in bothpT andy. This weighting function
is taken from a theoretical calculation of
(d2s/dpTdy)/^ds/dpT&y @16#.

The second weighting function turns thepT
Z distribution,

generated with bothpT andy dependence, into a distribution
for the transverse momentum of theW boson. This is ob-
tained from the theoretical calculation of
d2s/dydpTuW /d2s/dydpTuZ @24–27#. Resummed calcula-
tions are used for correcting the difference between theW
and theZ pT distributions. The ratio is between 0.9 and 1.0
over thepT range of interest. Since this is a ratio, the uncer-
tainty is expected to be small because of cancellation of sys-
tematics. Indeed, by varying the PDF,as , or the type of
calculation, the resulting uncertainty inpT

W is small in com-
parison to the uncertainty arising from the statistics of theZ
sample used to define the distribution@28–31#.

Although due to the undetected neutrino we cannot com-
pare directly thepT

W spectrum in the simulation with the data,
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the recoil against theW in the
electron and muon channel. The recoil includes thepT

W dis-
tribution as well as all the response and resolution param-
eters derived using theZ sample. The shaded band corre-
sponds to the uncertainty on thepT

Z spectrum only. Since the
recoil model and thepT

Z spectrum are derived with a sample
that is much smaller than theW sample, there is a degree of
freedom in optimizing the parameters to improve the agree-
ment withW data. However, we choose not to optimize the
parameters using any of theW boson distributions to prevent
a possible source of bias when fitting the transverse mass
distribution. We treat the statistical uncertainty of the recoil
model andpT

Z spectrum as a source of systematic uncertainty
for a2.

VI. BACKGROUNDS

There are three main sources of background to theW
→,1n data sample of this analysis~where, stands either
for an electron or a muon!:

FIG. 8. Distribution of the recoil against theW boson compared with the simulation inW→e1n data~a! andW→m1n data~b!.
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~1! W→t1n events, with thet subsequently decaying
into a muon or electron and two neutrinos.

~2! Z→,11,2 events, where one of the leptons is not
detected.

~3! QCD dijet events, where a jet is wrongly identified as
a lepton and the total energy in the event is incorrectly mea-
sured to give aE” T signal.

There is a small background contribution fromt t̄ decays,
which is estimated to be;25 events in the electron channel
and;12 in the muon channel@32# and affects the high recoil
range only. The background from cosmic rays in the muon
channel is approximately 0.2%@16# of the totalW→m1n
candidates, with a flatMT distribution. This corresponds to a
negligible contribution compared with the dominant back-
grounds.

A shape for the transverse mass distribution is determined
for each background source and added to the transverse mass
distribution of the simulatedW events. Fort t̄ background the
shape is taken from Ref.@33#.

A. W\t¿n background

The background fromW→t1n events, where thet de-
cays leptonically, is virtually indistinguishable from theW
→e1n or W→m1n signal. The event generator used for
the simulation ofW events in this analysis is capable of
simulating W→t1n, where thet lepton is then decayed
into m12n or e12n. The background level is found to be
approximately 2% of the totalW sample, with softer charged
lepton pT and E” T spectra. TheW→t1n background frac-
tions are listed in Tables III and IV for the electron and muon
channel, respectively. The shape of the transverse mass dis-

tribution is also taken from the Monte Carlo simulation of
W→t1n events, separately for each of theW boson recoil
ranges.

B. Z\ø¿¿øÀ background

Z events enter theW sample when one of the leptons is
not detected~‘‘lost leg’’ ! and there is missing transverse en-
ergy in the event.

1. Electron channel

As part of theW candidate selection procedure the pri-
mary electron is always required to have been detected in the
central calorimeter. TheZ removal procedure ensures the re-
jection of events with a second oppositely charged high-pT
track, or high-energy calorimeter cluster, and invariant mass
of the electron-candidate pair compatible with aZ boson
decay (Mee.60 GeV/c2). When the track associated with
the second electromagnetic cluster is pointing to any nonfi-
ducial volume of the calorimeter, the event is rejected irre-
spective of the invariant mass value. This ensures that the
event would still be rejected if the second electron has emit-
ted a photon and the invariant mass with the primary electron
track falls outside theZ invariant mass exclusion range.

The Monte Carlo simulation is used to estimate theZ
background@34# due to the inefficiency of the calorimeters in
detecting the second leg, or when the second electron points
beyond the coverage of the forward calorimeter (uhu.4.2).
The total background level fromZ events in the electron
channel is very small, and is listed in Table III.

2. Muon channel

The event selection applied in this analysis removes
events with opposite sign tracks~found in the CTC! that

TABLE III. Summary of the backgrounds toW→e1n ~as percentages of theW candidate sample! in
different W recoil ranges. The uncertainty is negligible forW→t1n andZ→e1(e).

Recoil @GeV#

Type 0–10 10–20 20–35 350–100 All

W→t1n 2.15 1.74 1.31 1.57 2.01
Z→e1(e) 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.39 0.01
QCD jets 0.2360.11 0.3960.14 0.1460.10 0.560.3 0.2660.12

t t̄ 0.00 0.00 0.4960.20 2.5060.80 0.0660.02

Total 2.3860.11 2.1560.14 2.0660.22 4.9660.85 2.4260.12

TABLE IV. Summary of the backgrounds toW→m1n ~as percentages of theW candidate sample! in
different W recoil ranges. The uncertainty is negligible forW→t1n andZ→m1(m).

Recoil @GeV#

Type 0–7.5 7.5–15 15–30 30–70 All

W→t1n 2.24 1.94 1.63 2.37 2.11
Z→m1(m) 4.25 4.00 3.67 2.95 4.11
QCD jets 0.4560.19 0.7960.29 0.8160.52 1.4061.18 0.5960.26

t t̄ 0.00 0.00 0.1960.09 1.8960.70 0.0560.02

Total 6.9460.19 6.7360.29 6.3060.53 8.6161.37 6.8660.26
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combine with the identified muon to give an invariant mass
greater than 50 GeV/c2. The number ofZ→m11m2 events
not removed by theZ selection criteria is consistent with
zero when both muons pass through the fiducial tracking
volume (uhu,1).

However, a significant number ofZ events may enter the
W sample when one of the muons goes outside the fiducial
tracking volume. About 20% ofZ→m11m2 events have
one of the muons outsideuhu,1, either at the edge of the
tracking volume (uhu;1.1) or at higherh, beyond the cov-
erage of the CTC. The estimate of the background in these
cases is based on the simulation, which uses the tracking
efficiency map determined using electrons detected in the
calorimeter from theW→e1n sample. The background
level found is of the order of 4% and it is listed in Table IV.
The shape of the transverse mass distribution of lost-leg
events is also derived from the Monte Carlo simulation.

C. QCD background

Dijet events can pass theW selection cuts if one of the jets
is misidentified as a lepton and one of them is incorrectly
measured and gives a high missing-ET signal. This is re-
ferred to as QCD background.W candidate events which are
background from QCD would typically have the charged lep-
ton or the neutrino predominantly back-to-back or collinear
with the leading jet. RealW events, on the other hand, have
a nearly uniform distribution of the lepton-jet opening angle,
at least for lowpT

W . For higherpT
W , W events also exhibit a

slight tendency to have the leading jet, which is recoiling
against theW, in the opposite direction to the charged lepton
and the neutrino.

1. Electron channel

Figure 9~a! shows the distribution of the opening angle in
the r -f plane between the electron and the leading jet. The
leading jet is the highest energy jet in the event with energy
of at least 5 GeV. The plot shows three samples enriched in
QCD background together with theW candidates sample.
Two of the enriched QCD samples are derived by reversing
the electron ID cuts in theW preselection sample. The third
is taken from dilepton events (Z candidates that do not pass
the opposite charge requirement on the two leptons! which
we refer to as the QCD control sample. The samples en-
riched in QCD all show the expected peaks at 0° and 180°.

When theW recoil is less than 20 GeV the background is
estimated by counting the excess of events in the distribution
of Df(, – jet). The signal component is estimated by fitting
a linear function to the middle part of theDf(, – jet) distri-
bution. Almost all theW candidates with recoil greater than
10 GeV come associated with at least one jet, and we ac-
count separately for events that do not have an associated 5
GeV jet. Since theW candidates greatly outnumber the back-
ground events when the electron is isolated, the counting is
done in bins of increasing isolation, and the background is
extrapolated back to the signal region of ISO0.25
,1 GeV/c. The same background estimate is cross-checked
by selecting events at high isolation (6,ISO0.25
,10 GeV/c) and using the fraction of isolated to noniso-
lated QCD events, seen in the QCD control sample, to pre-
dict the number in the signal region. Figure 9~b! shows the
two-dimensional distribution of the recoil versus lepton iso-
lation in the QCD control sample.

We estimate 74636 background events due to QCD in
the 0–10 GeV recoil range and 30611 in the 10–20 GeV
recoil range. This includes an additional 1067 events in the

FIG. 9. ~a! Azimuthal angle between the electron candidate and the leading jet in the QCD samples and in theW-candidates sample.~b!
Number of events in the plane of recoil versus isolation in the QCD-enriched sample, derived from the dilepton sample with a same-sign
requirement and all the electron-ID cuts applied.
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0–10 GeV recoil bin due toW events with no leading 5 GeV
jet, as derived from the fraction of events with and without a
jet in the QCD control sample. The uncertainties include a
systematic component due to the method. At higherW recoil
the estimate of the background is 362 events in both the
20–35 and 35–100 GeV bins. This is estimated with both the
QCD control sample~by using the ratio of low to high recoil!
and the direct counting of the excess of events at 0° and
180°. In the latter, the nonuniform opening angle distribution
of the recoiling jet andW-decay leptons is partially ac-
counted for by a slope in the fit to the opening angle distri-
bution. The small background contribution makes it unnec-
essary to accurately model the signal angular distribution.

The shape of the transverse mass distribution of the QCD
background is obtained by reversing the isolation cut and
selecting events with anti-isolated electron tracks. TheMT

distribution shapes, at different recoil ranges, are seen to be
largely independent of the anti-isolation cut. Figure 10 shows
the MT distribution of the backgrounds in the electron chan-
nel, scaled by the estimated amount as a percentage of theW
candidates.

2. Muon channel

QCD events can mimicW→m1n mainly in two ways.
The first is when a heavy flavor quark in one of the jets
decays into particles that include a high-pT muon ~e.g., b
→c1m1n). In order for the muon and neutrino to have
enoughpT to pass theW selection cuts, theb quark needs to
have a high transverse momentum, which leads to small
opening angles. Therefore this type of event will have the
muon and the neutrino almost parallel to one of the jets. The

FIG. 10. Electron channel: the transverse mass distribution from the background sources in fourW recoil ranges. The plots are in
percentage of theW data in the specificpT

W region.
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second major type of QCD background process occurs when
a hadron is misidentified as a muon. The energy of one of the
jets should also be incorrectly measured, in order to give the
appearance of a high missing-ET signal. In this case, the
neutrino and the muon will be reconstructed either nearly
parallel to one jet or back-to-back and parallel to the two
jets. Moreover, in both the processes considered, the muon is
not likely to be isolated.

The QCD background toW→m1n events is estimated in
the same way as for the electron channel in the four recoil
bins. We expect 62626, 47617, 17611, and 665 events
in the four recoil ranges. Figure 11 shows theMT distribu-
tion of the backgrounds in the muon channel scaled by the
estimated amount as a fraction~percent! of theW candidates.

VII. FITS AND SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

A. The likelihood fits

A set of Monte Carlo generated templates of theMT dis-
tribution is compared to the distribution derived from the
data. When each template distribution is compared to the
data, a likelihood is computed according to

logL~a2!5 (
i 51

Nbins

ni
datalog@pi

MC~a2!#, ~16!

where the sum runs over the number of bins of theMT his-
togram,ni

data is the number of entries in each bin of the data
histogram, andpi

MC are the probabilities per bin. The values

FIG. 11. Muon channel: the transverse mass distribution from the background sources in fourW recoil ranges. The plots are in percentage
of the W data in the specificpT

W region.
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of pi
MC(a2)5ni

MC/ntot
MC are given by the entries in the tem-

plate histogram, one template for each value ofa2. The
maximum of the likelihood function locates the best estimate
for the value ofa2. Figure 12 shows the likelihood functions
in four differentpT

W regions for the electron and muon chan-
nels. The likelihood functions have been shifted vertically so
that the maximum is always at zero. The 1s statistical un-
certainty on each fit is evaluated at the points on the likeli-
hood curve which are 1/2 unit below the maximum. The four
recoil regions are 0–10, 10–20, 20–35, and 35–100 GeV/c
for the W→e1n data and 0–7.5, 7.5–15, 15–30, and
30–100 GeV/c for the W→m1n data. The choice of the
ranges is constrained by the sample size in the high-pT

W re-
gions, due to the rapidly fallingpT

W distribution. Moreover,
the smaller sample of the muon channel is reflected in the
recoil ranges covering lowerpT

W values than in the electron

channel. Tables V and VI summarize the results of the fits for
a2. Figures 13 and 14 show the transverse mass distribution
of the data compared with the simulation, wherea2 has been
set to the best-estimate values.

B. Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties on the measurement ofa2 for
this analysis derive from the simulation ofW events, the
detector response, and the estimate of backgrounds. Some of
these, although classified as systematic, may be statistical in
nature. This is the case for the detector recoil response and
theW transverse momentum spectrum, since they are derived
from theZ→e11e2 andZ→m11m2 data samples. In the
following, each source of systematic uncertainty is discussed
and an estimate is determined for the shift on the measured

FIG. 12. Likelihood functions of the fits fora2, in the fourW boson recoil regions for the electron and muon channels.
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values ofa2. Tables V and VI contain a summary of the
various contributions and the total systematic uncertainty.

1. Event selection bias

The electron isolation requirement may introduce a bias
on the measurement ofa2. For example, if the electron trav-
els close to the recoil, there is greater opportunity for the
event to be rejected. Also, there could be a correlation of the
selected sample witha2, which is correlated with the QCD
activity in the event. This bias is investigated by removing
the isolation requirement, evaluating appropriately the in-
crease in backgrounds, and measuring the change ina2. The
maximum shifts observed are within the systematic uncer-
tainty of the background determination. Moreover, by chang-
ing widely a2 in the simulation, the spectrum of the opening
angle between recoil and electron directions is not signifi-

cantly affected. We do not apply an isolation requirement to
the muon channel.

2. Parton density functions

The parton distribution functions are used in the Monte
Carlo simulation to determine the quark content of the pro-
ton, and hence the rapidity distribution of the generatedW
bosons. The set of PDFs used to simulate the events in this
analysis is MRS-R2@22#. These PDFs describe well the CDF
low-h W-charge asymmetry data. To evaluate the impact of
the choice of PDFs on the measurement ofa2, two Monte
Carlo samples have been generated with MRMS-D2 and
MRMS-D0, sets that were not tuned on CDF data and differ
significantly from MRS-R2.a2 has been measured with both
sets of PDFs. The observed shifts are60.01 in all recoil

TABLE V. Summary of the measurement ofa2 with the W→e1n data. The meanpT
W corresponding to

each recoil range is the mean of the distribution of the ‘‘true’’W transverse momentum in the Monte Carlo
simulation.

Recoil range@GeV# 0–10 10–20 20–35 35–100

a2 measured 1.09 1.14 0.67 20.22
Statistical uncertainty 60.05 60.13 60.29 60.36
a2 predicted 0.98 0.84 0.55 0.25
MeanpT

W @GeV/c# 6.2 15.9 33.3 59.2
Nevt 31363 7739 2033 595

Systematic uncertainties

PDFs 60.01 60.01 60.01 60.01
W mass 60.02 60.01 60.04 60.04
Input pT

Z 60.02 60.03 60.03 60.04
Recoil model 60.01 60.05 60.04 60.20
Backgrounds 60.01 60.01 60.01 60.01
Combined systematic 60.03 60.06 60.07 60.21

TABLE VI. Summary of the measurement ofa2 with theW→m1n data. The meanpT
W corresponding to

each recoil range is the mean of the distribution of the ‘‘true’’W transverse momentum in the Monte Carlo
simulation.

Recoil range@GeV# 0–7.5 7.5–15 15–30 30–70

a2 measured 1.03 1.24 0.74 0.24
Statistical uncertainty 60.08 60.18 60.40 60.51
a2 predicted 0.99 0.92 0.70 0.32
MeanpT

W @GeV/c# 5.4 11.1 24.7 49.7
Nevt 13813 5910 2088 424

Systematic uncertainties

PDFs 60.01 60.01 60.01 60.01
W mass 60.02 60.01 60.04 60.04
Input pT

Z 60.02 60.03 60.03 60.04
Recoil model 60.01 60.05 60.04 60.20
Backgrounds 60.01 60.02 60.02 60.03
Combined systematic 60.03 60.06 60.07 60.21
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regions, a small fraction of the statistical uncertainty. This is
conservatively taken to be the systematic uncertainty due to
the choice of PDFs.

3. TheW mass value

The transverse mass distribution is sensitive to the value
of the W mass used in the Monte Carlo simulation. The de-
pendence comes from the fact that the transverse mass spec-
trum has a Jacobian peak at about the value of theW mass.
The value of theW mass in the Monte Carlo simulation is set
to the LEP average@35# 80.41260.042 MeV/c2, in order to
be independent of the value measured at CDF. An uncer-
tainty on MW of 40 MeV/c2 corresponds to a systematic
uncertainty ona2 of 0.01–0.04.

4. pT
W spectrum

The W transverse momentum spectrum is derived from
theZ sample by measuringpT

Z , and using the relatively well
known ratio of thepT

W/pT
Z distributions from theory. ThepT

Z

distribution is measured from both theZ→e11e2 and Z
→m11m2 data, and then averaged. To account for statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties in determining thepT

Z spec-
trum, additional MC data sets are generated using thepT

Z

from the electron or the muonZ-decay channels only. The
measureda2 shifts by between 0.02 and 0.04.

5. Recoil model

The recoil model consists of response and resolution func-
tions derived from theZ→e11e2 and Z→m11m2 data.

FIG. 13. Comparison of the transverse mass distribution from theW→e1n data~filled circles! with the simulation~solid line! in four
recoil regions. In the Monte Carlo simulation,a2 has been set to the best-fit value for each recoil range. The shaded histograms indicate the
background contribution that is estimated to be present in the data and that has been added to the simulation.
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There are statistical uncertainties in the coefficients of the
model, which are used here to evaluate a systematic uncer-
tainty. Each of the parameters is changed and thea2 value is
measured. The dispersion of the set of new measurements is
taken as the systematic uncertainty, which increases with
pT

W , as shown in Tables V and VI. The recoil model is one of
the main sources of uncertainty here since it is constrained
with a statistical sample much smaller than theW sample
itself. The impact of a slight disagreement between theW
recoil distribution in data and simulation has been estimated
by shifting the edges of the recoil ranges one at a time by
0.1 GeV/c, only in the data but not in the Monte Carlo simu-
lation, simulating event migration between bins. The value of
0.1 GeV/c is the difference between the mean of the recoil

distributions in the data and in the MC simulation. The co-
efficienta2 has been observed to shift between 0.01 and 0.04
in the four bins. This is included in the quoted systematic
uncertainty due to the recoil model.

6. The angular coefficients anda1 input value

Although the distribution ofucosuCSu, and henceMT ,
should only depend ona2 and all the remaining angular
coefficients should integrate out, in practice geometric ac-
ceptance causes some angular coefficients to have a residual
effect on the shape of theMT distribution. CoefficientsA1 ,
A5 , A6 , A7 are predicted to be negligible in the standard
model and are set to zero.A2 andA3 are kept in the angular
distribution @see Eq.~2!# and are set to their standard model

FIG. 14. Comparison of the transverse mass distribution from theW→m1n data~filled circles! with the simulation~solid line! in four
recoil regions. In the Monte Carlo simulation,a2 has been set to the best-fit value for each recoil range. The shaded histograms indicate the
background contribution that is estimated to be present in the data and that has been added to the simulation.
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values. As an estimate of the sensitivity to these terms, ne-
glecting A2 and A3 results in a shift in the value ofa2 of
0.02–0.07 in the fourpT

W bins. These values are not included
in the systematic uncertainty since the uncertainty on the
theoretical SM calculation is expected to be much smaller
than 100%.

The coefficienta1 also enters theMT distribution. How-
ever, when fitting fora2 at low pT

W , a1 cannot be set to the
SM expected value, due to the requirement of positive event
weights expressed in Eq.~7!. a1 is therefore set to 2Aa2,
which lies in the vicinity of the SM path for lowpT

W . With
this choice, Eq. ~7! translates into a condition for (1
6Aa2cosuCS)

2, which is always positive and prevents as-
signing negative weights in the region around the quark par-
ton model point. A negligible change in the measureda2 is
visible by settinga1(pT

W) to different paths around the SM
expectation. For higherpT

W (>20 GeV/c), a1 is set to the
full SM prediction as there is no danger of assigning nega-
tive weights in that region.

7. Backgrounds

The main sources of uncertainty due to backgrounds come
from the estimates of the QCD andt t̄ contributions. The
QCD background is estimated from the data using the lepton
isolation and the angular distribution between the lepton and
the jets in the event and thet t̄ background is taken from Ref.
@32#. The systematic uncertainty on the measured values of
a2 is derived by changing the QCD andt t̄ background con-
tents in eachpT

W range by the uncertainty given in the back-
ground estimate results in Tables III and IV. A maximum
shift of 0.03 ona2 is observed.

VIII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 15 shows the results of this measurement on a plot
of a2 versuspT

W . The position of the points on thex axis has
been determined by using the mean of the Monte Carlo dis-
tribution of pT

W corresponding to each recoil range. The solid
curve represents the standard model prediction reported in
Ref. @2#. The trend is a decrease ofa2 with increasingpT

W ,
which corresponds to an increase of the longitudinal compo-
nent of theW polarization. The rate measured from a linear
fit is ;15% per 10 GeV/c. The four measurement points
from the electron channel can be used together with those
from the muon channel to compute ax2 with respect to the
standard model expectation. The result isx251.5, normal-
ized for 8 degrees of freedom and considering statistical and
systematic uncertainties.

The measurements ofa2 with the electron and muon
channels are combined in Fig. 16 and Table VII. The position
in pT

W is determined by a weighted mean of each pair of
electron and muon measurements. The values ofa2 are then
scaled at the commonpT

W value using a linear fit and then
averaged taking into account the size of the statistical uncer-

FIG. 15. Measurement ofa2 with the electron~filled circles!
and the muon~triangles! channels. The error bars include statistical
and systematic uncertainties, and the tick marks show statistics
only.

FIG. 16. Measurement ofa2 combining the electron and the
muon channels~filled circles!. The error bars show the combination
of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The DO” measurement
~open triangles! is from Ref.@3#.

TABLE VII. Summary of the measureda2 combining the elec-
tron and muon channels.

pT
W @GeV/c# a2 ~CDF combined! a2 ~theory!

5.9 1.0760.04(stat)60.03(syst) 0.98
13.9 1.1860.10(stat)60.06(syst) 0.89
29.7 0.7060.23(stat)60.07(syst) 0.61
55.3 20.0560.29(stat)60.21(syst) 0.23
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tainties. Systematic uncertainties are completely correlated-
between the electron and muon channels. The triangles are
from Ref. @3# and represent the current best values.

In conclusion, we have measured the leptonic polar-angle
distribution coefficient a2 as a function of the trans-
verse momentum of theW boson. The results obtained from
the electron and muon channels are combined together and
the measurement reduces by about 50% the uncertainty
on the current best values up topT

W;30 GeV/c. The result
is in good agreement with the standard model expectation
up to NLO, wherebya2 decreases withpT

W as a conse-
quence of QCD corrections to theW polarization. Since
the uncertainty is largely dominated by statistics especially
at higher W transverse momenta, this measurement can
significantly benefit from the larger data sample ofpp̄
collisions atAs51.96 TeV that is being collected at CDF in
Run II.
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